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The following candidates have been selected for admission in the above mentioned Campus and Program subject to the following conditions.

1. The admission offered to the above candidates is provisional and subject to the verification of original documents by the Admission Cell and clearance as per all applicable
admission rules of the University.

2. Any candidate who is found (at any time) to have obtained admission by making any mis-statement in the admission form or by will ful concealment of any material fact
(particularly about marks, division, pervious admission to the Department / Institute / college or employment, expulsion, conviction, etc.) shall be removed from the rolls of the
University.

3. Students shall pay dues in any branch of The Habib Bank Ltd. After obtaining necessary Challan from the Admission Cell Abasia Campus BWP / Admission Cell RYK Campus /
Admission Cell Old Campus BWN before the close of Banking hours by September 15, 2020. Those who do not deposit their dues within this prescribed period shall lose their
right to admission.

4. The University reserves the right to correct any typographical / clerical error, omission, etc.

5. The candidate who is not registered with the Islamia University of Bahawalpur will produce the original Migration Certificate or NOC from their respective University / board before
the commencement of classes, failing which their admission may be cancelled.

6. The candidates must come with their Parents/Guardians and will have to produce their original documents before the Admission Cell.

SR. APPLICATION NO. NAME CNIC MERIT

1 BWP-FA2020-834-101565 SADAF IQBAL 31302-4783462-2 80

2 BWP-MAIN-FA2020-834-93318 SHAFIA WARIS 36402-3405663-2 73.66

3 BWP-MAIN-FA2020-834-68543 MUHAMMAD AWAIS SHAH 36201-6948924-1 73.66

4 BWP-MAIN-FA2020-834-94171 MUHAMMAD AOUN ALI 38201-5444373-5 73.27

5 BWP-MAIN-FA2020-834-76335 SANA IQBAL 32102-8515745-4 73.07

6 BWP-MAIN-FA2020-834-66902 AREESHA MUSHTAQ 32102-9417551-4 72.48

7 BWP-MAIN-FA2020-834-61730 MISHAL AMBER 36201-4654418-4 72.08

8 BWP-FA2020-834-101785 EIMAN HANIF 31202-2578537-6 71.29
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